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ABOUT US
The Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) is a not-for-profit professional 
association whose members are engaged in energy resourcesdevelopment 
and production. SPE serves more than 143,000 members in 141 countries 
worldwide. SPE is a key resource for technical knowledge related to the oil 
and gas exploration and production industry and provides services through its 
publications, events, training courses and online resources at www.spe.org
The SPE provides services through its global events, publications and website at 
www.spe.org. SPE Review is published 10 times per year by the London sections 
of the Society of Petroleum Engineers. It is sent by e-mail to over 4,000 SPE 
members. If you have read this issue and would like to join the SPE and receive 
your own copy of SPE Review London, as well as many other benefits – or you 
know a friend or colleague who would like to join – please visit www.spe.org for 
an application form. 
The views expressed herein are not necessarily those of the SPE. Extracts may 
be reproduced subject to a clear acknowledgement of the source.
 
CONTACTS 
Communications: Ffion Llwyd-Jones, ffionspe@gmail.com
Queries: Kate McMillan, katespe@aol.com

CHANGE OF ADDRESS?
Please visit the ‘Update your profile’ link at the foot of the homepage: 
http://london.spe.org/home
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In this June issue of SPE Review London, we invite you to find 
out why the City of London in in such an unique position to 
foster a connection between the oil & gas community and the 
global financial sector, enjoy reading about positive social events, 
and look forward to more conferences and seminars this month!.   

SPE London believes in continually maintaining and 
enhancing technical quality within SPE programs, and there’s 
news about the recent successful and informative Young 
Professionals event at Weatherfords RCA & SCAL Laboratory in 
East Grinstead on page 4.

There’s some fascinating insights shared by  SPE London 
Annual Conference Speakers, as they answer three pressing 
questions, starting on page 5.

The Reserves & Resources Reporting continuing education 
seminar (co-sponsored by SPE London Section and SPEE 
European Chapter) is fast approaching. It’s on the day before the 
SPE London Conference – check our useful overview of the days’ 
schedule, on page 9.

And, there’s another chance to win in our monthly quiz on 
page10, and more events and networking opportunities also 
listed on page 10.  

As always, this issue of SPE Review London offers the 
opportunity to be educated, entertained and informed. Enjoy!
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Students eye-opening event                      ..4 
SPE London continues to offer a full programme of interesting  
and professionally rewarding events. Engaging, informative and fun!
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(Speakers Q&A and brief preview)            ..5
The SPE London Annual Conference leverages the City’s 
unique position to foster connection between members 
of the oil and gas community and the financial sector.  
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June 2016                         ..9
The aim of this continuing education seminar is to raise the level  
of awareness amongst the regional membership of the  
applicability of the Petroleum Resources Management System  
(PRMS) for reserves and resource reporting. The event is  
supported by the SPEE European Chapter.
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InsightsContents

The Society of Petroleum Engineers encourages open and objective discussion 
of technical and professional subjects pertinent to the interests of the Society 
in its publications. Society publications shall contain no judgmental remarks or  
opinions as to the technical competence, personal character, or motivations of any  
individual, company, or group. Any material which, in the publisher's opinion, does 
not meet the standards for objectivity, pertinence, and professional tone will be 
returned to the contributor with a request for revision before publication.

AND...we’re really good at listening... 
so please talk to us! 
SPE Review London is YOUR online 
magazine, and we want to know how to 
make it a relevant, interesting, and fun 
read. You can help us do that!  
Please send us your ideas, comments and 
suggestions for articles, interviews and/or 
topics you’d like to see in future issues. 
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Make a di� erence in our industry while doing something good for 
your community. Simply visit your child’s classroom or a school in your 
neighbourhood and talk about the importance of energy in our lives. 
SPE’s energy4me® programme provides everything you need to prepare 
for your presentation quickly and easily. 

• Presentation templates
• Hands-on activities
• Career information

Give a presentation to students.

Learn more at energy4me.org.

Energise a classroom! 

Materials available in: •
   •
   • English 
   • Español

• Français 
• Italiano
• Русский

http://london.spe.org/home
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It’s all in the details...  

Approaching the year-end for the SPE, the Young Professionals Committee successfully hosted their penultimate technical event of 
the year on Thursday 26th May. Having yet another sold out and oversubscribed event, the team hosted fourteen YP’s and students  
at Weatherfords RCA & SCAL Laboratory in East Grinstead. 

The day was off to an exciting start, with a very  
interesting and interactive presentation covering 
the industry standard practices in core acquisition,  
transport and laboratory testing. This proved to be  
informative, and set the scene for the upcoming tour 
of the lab facilities. 

During the afternoon, the group was accompanied 
around the lab facilities starting where the core  
arrives from the field, through the routine core  
analysis and finishing of with the more specialised 
SCAL techniques. 

It was no surprise that, as a group of Petroleum  
Engineers, there were plenty of questions about the 
SCAL measurements. Although, if we had to choose 
one learning outcome from the trip, I think most  
participants would agree that it was an eye opener to 
realise the amount of work and time that needs to go 
in to cleaning the core on arrival. 

It would be safe to assume that our attendees will now think twice before complaining to their chosen lab that the studies were 
taking too long! Or, at least understand that to get accurate data, care and attention to detail are imperative during the cleaning and  
subsequent testing. 

SPE London’s Young Professionals and Students’ eye-opening event                                      

http://london.spe.org/home
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‘Adapting to a Challenging Oil Price Environment’   

London is at the heart of the global financial sector. Its prime location and investor profile attract international oil and gas  
companies seeking to raise capital. The SPE London Annual Conference leverages the City’s unique position to foster connection 
between members of the oil and gas community and the financial sector.  

The programme is designed to address key topical issues that oil and gas executives, policy makers, investors, and financiers 
face while making policy, business, and investment decisions. The conference provides a great learning, knowledge sharing, and  
networking opportunity to audiences from a wide oil and gas spectrum. The format is conducive to drawing deep insights from  
and discussing industry issues with senior executives from the oil and gas industry and the financial sector, oil and gas experts,  
and policy makers. 

Q&A with Conference Speakers
We asked our conference speakers for their thoughts on three pressing questions:
Question 1:  What do you consider the biggest challenge facing the industry in 2016/2017?
Question 2:  What is the one most important insight (in very general terms) you hope to share at the Conference?  
Question 3:  Why do you feel the City of London is in such a unique position to foster a connection between the oil & gas  
  community and the global financial sector?

Here are their answers:
 
“What do you consider the biggest challenge facing the industry in 2016/2017?” 

Philip Whittaker, BCG
Delivering more fundamental change than pure ‘survival’ strategies – resetting the industry’s cost base and operating model for the  
long term.

Chris Wilson, Evaluate Energy
Delivering more for less and with a margin that still attracts capital.

Charles Whall, Investec
Restructuring to ensure companies can compete in a lower oil price environment.  Ensuring the ability to ride the downturn, yet  
retaining and adding to best staff and assets.

Yves Merer, Simorgh
Being ready for the upturn.

Zita Marko Daatland, Statoil
a. Securing the necessary investments to make available oil and gas resources going forward in spite of the challenges to existing  
business models – because global energy demand is on the increase.
b. Understanding the role of oil and gas in the energy mix going forward.

Matthew Harwood
The biggest challenge facing the industry in 2016/17 is the uncertainty surrounding the level and instability of the oil & gas prices for 
the next five years.

“What is the one most important insight (in very general terms) you hope to share at the Conference?”

FEATURE 

SPE London Annual 
Conference, June 2016 
(Q & A with Speakers)
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Philip Whittaker, BCG
The industry has only delivered the first phase of reset and reinvetion – the prize from more fundamental change is greater and  
more sustained.

Chris Wilson, Evaluate Energy
The disparity between buyers and sellers holding back M&A activity and capital flow within the market. Understanding if this  
‘sellers gap’ will be bridged and when.

Charles Whall, Investec
A severe downcycle was needed to correct the cost structure of the industry. Costs had been rising faster than the oil price,  
diluting investment returns and putting stress on capital structures. This capital intensity was damaging the investment proposition  
for the oil and gas sector. Conversely, if the industry can retain a significant proportion of recent cost and efficiency savings, the  
recovery will attract significant investment.

Yves Merer, Simorgh
Iran is back on stage. How fast? How big? How attractive?

Zita Marko Daatland, Statoil
Statoil’s recently updated long term perspectives about global energy demand and supply under various scenarios.

Matthew Harwood
The most important insight I want to share is how the industry can, and must, adopt new technologies and techniques to work more 
efficiently. By doing so, we will not only improve the current situation we find ourselves in, we’ll also have much improved performance 
in the future.

Q3 ”Why do you feel the City of London is in such a unique position to foster a connection between the oil & gas community 
and the global financial sector?”

Chris Wilson, Evaluate Energy
London connects equity with opportunity in the E&P sector, creating the best location for raising capital, access to talent and the  
opportunity to strike a deal, pivotal in ensuring your investors ROI.

Charles Whall, nvestec
London is a global investment centre; all companies pass through London regularly, so we are advantaged with corporate interaction. 
The London investor community is experienced and aware of oil and gas opportunities globally.

Yves Merer, Simorgh
The oil and gas community needs $. That is the first obvious place to find $.

Zita Marko Daatland, Statoil
London is one of the world’s financial capitals and meeting place for the market – securing necessary investments going forward in the 
oil and gas industry is paramount to secure continuously growing global energy demand.

Matthew Harwood
It’s a wonderfully happy coincidence of an overlap between the leadership of many of the world’s oil& gas companies, and one of the 
world’s strongest financial centres.

Conference Preview (in brief)

• Keynote Session: Oil Price Crash – an Opportunity or Challenge?
Session Chair: Renu Gupta, Gupta Energy
Even in the period preceding the oil price collapse, when oil prices were hovering around $100 mark, upstream margins were being 
squeezed by rising costs. Now as the industry comes to terms with a lower for longer oil price scenario, this session will bring the  

FEATURE  

SPE London Annual Conference, June 2016 (Q & A)            (cont. from page 5)
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different perspectives from investors, oil and gas produces, service providers and external advisors on how low oil prices are impacting 
the industry and investment in the sector. 
The session will provide a strategic perspective on how the collapse in oil prices has impacted the Upstream sector, the fundamental  
questions that it poses to the leadership teams of operators and service companies and what transformative actions they are required 
to take in relation to cost optimization, changes in fundamental processes and behaviours, portfolio choices, evolution of supplier- 
operator relationship and of the initiatives which would trigger significant cost deflation, maintain profitability and create shareholder value. 
 

• Session 1: Impact of Oil Prices on Reserves Booking and Valuation
Session Chair: Masud Javaid, BP
Weakening oil prices continue to force companies to write down value of their reserves, affecting their borrowing base, creating  
liquidity problems, and impacting market capitalisation of listed companies. Oil price volatility has also hindered M&A activity by  
making it difficult for buyers and sellers to agree on value. This session will look at the reserves reporting process, how reserves are 
affected by the fluctuations in oil price, and impact of oil price fluctuations on market valuations.     

• Session 2: Global Energy Outlook and Review of Current Investment Opportunities in Oil & Gas Sector 
Session Chair: Drew Powell, Gaffney, Cline & Associates
The hydrocarbon sector continues to see significant levels of global investment even with the present decline in oil and gas prices.  
Relatively recent record levels of capital investment have now been curtailed across the entire upstream to downstream spectrum, as key 
players have battened down to weather the storm, and investors have shied away from the perceived risks of rampant price weakening. 
Due to caution over risk management and the drivers to deliver adequate returns, lending has also become more complex,  
particularly for small and medium-sized borrowers. In response, companies have started to access alternative sources of finance, such  
as the bond market, private equity and export credit agencies. Infrastructure and Sovereign Wealth Funds have also become an increasing  
participant in E&P and midstream investments. Therefore today, there is more competition for financing and also a wider range of debt 
and equity providers serving the market than ever before.  

• Session 3: Hotspots in the Upstream World and Financing Options
Session Chair: Ramin Lakani, Halliburton
Despite the volatility in oil prices, development projects and exploration activities have continued in the past year. Although,  
exploration budgets, and hence activities, have seen a bigger hit than development expenditures. As in previous price down cycles, the 
scene is not uniform and there have been a number of “Hot” spots in the upstream world. Some of these successes have been driven by 
entrepreneurship, exploration success and application of new technology. However, the price volatility has also pushed some  
governments into reviewing their contract terms and opening up the doors to investors. This session will look at “Hotspots” in the recent 
past and what is likely to be “Hot” in the next year or so and financing options. 

PLUS: North Sea Regional Awards and Networking Reception

Location: Telford Theatre,  One Great George Street, Westminster,  London.

NEWS  

SPE London Annual Conference, June 2016 (Preview in brief) (cont. from page 7)
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The aim of this continuing education seminar is to raise the 
level of awareness amongst the regional membership of 
the applicability of the Petroleum Resources Management  
System (PRMS) for reserves and resource reporting. The 
event is supported by the SPEE European Chapter.

The petroleum industry requires clearly defined 
and transparent standards for resource evaluations.  
Besides being used for internal company asset  
management, these standards must support external  
reporting for government inventory management, project  
financing, and disclosures to investors under applicable  
regulatory guidelines. It is essential that industry  
professionals collaborate to ensure that resource  
classification systems and estimation methods are  
periodically revised to meet the needs of all major stakeholders.

This seminar will focus on the PRMS and its application for both internal use and external reporting. The PRMS 2016 updates will be 
presented. Differences between resource classification systems used around the world will be highlighted. 
There will be case studies on the challenges of applying PRMS rigorously.  

 
Participants will have the opportunity to:

• Learn what’s new in PRMS for 2016 and where it is headed.
• Compare other resource classification systems .
• Hear Analysts’ forecasts for global E&P activity.
• Get the City’s view on reserves and resource reporting.
• See the PRMS in action via multiple case studies.

The seminar will consist of a full day of short presentations, followed by discussions and networking. Refreshments will be provided.

Please note that topics are to be confirmed.   
09:00    09:20        Registration and coffee   
09:20    09:30        Introduction to the RRR Workshop / Bob Harrison (LR Senergy, OGRC, SPEE committee)
09:30    10:00        PRMS - refresher & what’s new for 2016? / Bob Harrison (LR Senergy, OGRC, SPEE committee)
10:00    10:30        COGEH & NI51-101 - similar, but different Canadian approach / Skye Landon (McDaniel)
10:30    10:45        Coffee Break   
10:45    11:15        UNFC - a new global standard? / Jim Ross (Ross Petroleum Ltd, UNECE EGRC Bureau)
11:15    11:45        Investor’s view of reserves & resources reporting, Part 1 / Danny Trotman (EY, UNECE EGRC committee)
11:45    12:15        Investor’s view of reserves & resources reporting, Part 2 / Richard Norris (Helios Investments, Eland O&G)
12:15    13:30        Lunch   
13:30    14:00        Banker’s view of reserves & resources reporting / Neil Fairnie (Standard Bank)
14:00    14:30        Case Study 1 - role of 3D seismic data in estimating resources / Adam Law (ERC-Equipoise)
14:30    15:00        Case Study 2 - PRMS puzzlers from the North Sea, Part 1 / Richard Smith (Gaffney Cline, SPEE committee)
15:00    15:15        Coffee Break   
15:15    15:45        Case Study 3 - likelihood of production licence renewal in Africa / Shane Hattingh (ERC-Equipoise, SPEE committee)
15:45    16:15        Case Study 4 - PRMS puzzlers from the North Sea, Part 2 / Richard Smith (Gaffney Cline, SPEE committee)
16:15    16:30        Wrap-up, Q&A session (which could go on longer if required) / Bob Harrison (LR Senergy, OGRC, SPEE committee)

FEATURE  

SPE: Reserves & Resources Reporting 
Continuing Education Seminar Monday, June 13 2016

SPE Review London June 20169 http://london.spe.org/home

Venue: Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London, W1J 0BG
Booking: via Eventbrite
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EVENTS: Upcoming events 2016

 

Ross McCartney: Expert evaluation of formation water and 
produced water analyses for scale, well, and reservoir management.  
www.oilfieldwaterservices.co.uk     ross@oilfieldwaterservices.co.uk 

Consultant Listings

Oleum Khaos Ltd: First quartile Petrophysics, 30+ years’ experience, 
field studies, well planning, peer assist / review, project management. 
+44 (0)1252 416396   info@oleumkhaos.com   www. oleumkhaos.com

Alan Taylor: Reservoir engineering, simulation, well modelling for oil & 
gas field development planning. Southern Reservoir Engineering Ltd.  
ajt.sre@btinternet.com  Mob: +44 (0)7785 544485   Dir: +44 (0)1305 751677   

13 June 2016 (SPE London) 
SPE Reserves & Resources Reporting - Continuing 
Education Seminar 
Raising the level of awareness amongst the regional 
membership of the applicability of the Petroleum 
Resources Management System (PRMS) for reserves and 
resource reporting. The event is supported by both SPE 
London and the SPEE European Chapter.
More information: http://bit.ly/1Wn3UAV

14 June 2016 (SPE London) 
SPE London Annual Conference. Adapating to a 
challenging oil price environment
The SPE London Annual Conference leverages the City’s 
unique position to foster connection between members 
of the oil and gas community and the financial sector.
More information: http://bit.ly/23n790t

1 - 3 August 2016 (SPE International) 
SPE/AAPG/SEG Unconventional Resources Technology 
Conference  
The integrated event for unconventional resource 
teams. Jointly organized by the Society of Petroleum 
Engineers (SPE), the American Association of Petroleum 
Geologists (AAPG) and the Society of Exploration 
Geophysicists (SEG), URTeC connects the key technical 
and business professionals deciding where, how and 
when plays will be developed and wells drilled every 
day. It’s the only event leveraging expertise from all 
technical backgrounds and focusing on the asset team 
approach to successful field development. 
More information: http://urtec.org/2016/

15 - 18 August 2016 (SPE International) 
SPE Reserves, Resources and Definition Workshop  
The workshop will focus will be on PRMS and its 
application, with particular emphasis on consistency 
and integration with other classification systems. The 
workshop will also include presentation and discussion 
of planned revisions to the updated PRMS, which is 
scheduled for release in 2017. 
More information: http://bit.ly/25Iz5K5

6 - 8 September 2016 (SPE Aberdeen) 
SPE Intelligent Energy Conference  
SPE Intelligent Energy International consists of an 
SPE produced technical conference and a world-
class exhibition positioned at the forefront of Oilfield 
Technology and the drive towards fully Integrated 
Operations.  
More information: http://www.intelligentenergyevent.com/

SPE LONDON SPONSORS 2016:  
DONG, Esanda, GeoScience, Imperial College London, 
OPC, SLR, SPEE, and Tullow.

Will you be a winner this month?
Our monthly winners are also entered for a chance to win the  
year-end Grand Prize. 
 
How to enter (it’s simple!): 
• Once you’ve completed all the questions, send answers in 

an email to Communications: ffionspe@gmail.com

We’ll draw the monthly/champion winner from all correct 
entries received. 

The 2015/16 Champion Puzzle Solver  
The SPE Review London Champion Puzzle Solver will get a  
special award, and a choice of his/her gift.

Good luck!!

SPE Review London Quiz

1: On what day is the SPE London annual conference?
 Friday
 Wednesday
 Tuesday

2: Who is the Chair for Session 2 (SPE Conference)?
 Doug Renfrew
 Ramin Lakani
 Drew Powell

3: What colour is the SPEE logo? 
 Blue
 Green
 Gold

4: Who sponsors SPE London?
 STRl
 ETullo
 OPC

5: How many YPs and students were at the Weatherfords event? 
 16 
 22
 14

EVENTS / QUIZ / LISTINGS / SPONSORS
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mailto:ajt.sre@btinternet.com
http://london.spe.org/london/events/eventdescription?CalendarEventKey=1ee0297e-0704-4625-bcbb-d7cf5971b107&Home=/london/events/recentcommunityeventsdashboard
http://bit.ly/23n790t
http://urtec.org/2016/
http://www.spe.org/events/en/2016/workshop/17wm02/homepage.html
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SPE Drilling & Completion
• Horizontal/directional drilling
• Drilling fl uids
• Bit technology
• Sand control
• Perforating
• Cementing
• Well control
• Completions

An Official Publication of the Society of Petroleum Engineers   
www.spe.org/journals

In This Issue: 
Enhanced  
Recovery Techniques

Unconventional 
Environmental Challenges
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Journal of Canadian 
Petroleum Technology
• Heavy oil/oil sands
• Thermal recovery/SAGD
• Unconventional gas (CBM, shale)
• Improved recovery/mature fi elds
•  Technology focused on Canada 

with applications around the world

Published in January, March, 
May, July, September, November
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SPE Journal
Research and Theoretical Aspects of E&P

•  Fundamental research papers 
across all disciplines

• Numerical studies
• Theoretical analysis
• Laboratory and fi eld research
• Emerging concepts

Published in February, April, June, August, 
October, December
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SPE Production & Operations

Published in February, May, August, November

• Acidizing
• Artifi cial lift
• Chemical treatment
• Downhole equipment
•  Formation damage 

control

• Hydraulic fracturing
• Multiphase fl ow
• Production logging
• Well stimulation
• Workovers

SPE Reservoir Evaluation & Engineering

Published in February, May, August, November

• Reservoir characterization
•  Geology/geophysics
• Petrophysics
• Geostatistics
• Core analysis
• Well logging and testing
• Reservoir management 

•  Enhanced recovery 
mechanisms 

• PVT analysis
• Fluid mechanics
• Performance prediction
• Reservoir simulation

SPE Economics & Management
•  Business side of 

petroleum engineering
• Petroleum economics
•  Resource/reserve 

evaluation
•  Portfolio/asset 

management
• Risk assessment

•  Systems modeling/
forecasting

•  Benchmarking/
performance indicators

•  Strategic decision 
making

•  Information/knowledge 
management

Published in January, April, July, October

Published in February, April, June, August, 
October, December

 Published in March, June, 
September, December

 Get the latest information related to your technical discipline delivered to you online.

OTHER PERIODICALS

Journal of Petroleum Technology 
is SPE’s fl agship magazine for members 
and anyone interested in petroleum 
technology. Each issue includes three to 
four technical topics featuring some of 
the best papers from SPE conferences 
over the prior year. These papers are 
selected by the  Editorial Board, rather 
than through peer review.

Published monthly in print and online 
at JPTOnline.org
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JUNE 2012JOURNAL OF PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY  •  www.jptonline.org

Coiled Tubing
Applications

Well Stimulation

Wellbore Tubulars

EOR Operations

Challenges for Earth 
Resources Engineering

Young Technology 
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